The Networked Supply Chain Professional

Networks, so what! Is being networked really that important to ensure success?

Brian Cartwright, Logistics Executive Group’s Middle East Managing Director outlines just why investing time into conferences, events and knowledge sharing platforms not only leads to success, but is critical for tomorrow’s supply chain executive.

Ensuring you remain well networked within the People Supply Chain is key to success for many Supply Chain professionals.

Networking experience and ability should be a no brainer for people in commercial management roles, but what if your whole career to date has been focused on operational management functions in the Supply Chain and you haven’t been making a conscious effort to build your business networks.

The truth is that if you are a Supply Chain professional with a pure operational focus you are probably already an excellent relationship builder and networker as your working week will involve dealing with many stakeholders both internal and external, including people from Government entities to MNC’s, local organizations and SME’s.

You will have been regularly building working relationships as well as influencing, supporting, and also challenging people in order to keep your part of the Supply Chain running smoothly.

Upcoming Events

GLCS LogiSYM Malaysia 2015
LogiSYM Malaysia 2015 promises to be a highly unique event. Building on the success of the past 3 years, the 2015 4th Annual Global Logistics & Supply Chain Symposium will focus this year on providing a platform for mid to senior level shippers to discuss and explore innovation, excellence and what changes we can expect to see in future supply chains.


The Future of Logistics 2015
Registrations are now open for the 3rd annual Ti Future of Logistics Singapore 2015 being held 13-14th October 2015. Ti has lined up a range of high caliber of speakers with a particular focus on new innovations that will change the Future of Logistics. To find out more:

www.ticonferences.com/singapore

Global News

Logistics Executive Group associate and supply chain expert Mark Millar launches “Global Supply Chain Ecosystems”

The ground-breaking new publication “Global Supply Chain Ecosystems” - a practical and informative guide for directors, executives and managers about developing competitive advantage through effective, productive and efficient supply chain management practices. Commissioned and published by Kogan Page of London, the book is packed with practical, down-to-earth advice on managing the volatility and vulnerability inherent in today’s international trade and provides invaluable guidance on how to build resilient, reliable and competitive global supply chain ecosystems. Find out more: www.logisticsexecutive.com

Mobile Customer Engagement white paper - FREE download for all

With the availability of high-speed wireless networks, access to the Internet is ‘almost’ universal. The combination of a powerful computing device (smartphone) and ubiquitous connectivity to an infinite data and computing resource, will be profound. It will impact the logistics industry in many unexpected ways. Written by Ken Lyon and Mirek Dabrowski, discusses the impacts and considerations for businesses. Download Now:

www.LogisticsExecutive.com
I am willing to bet that when a Supply Chain professional has made significant improvements to an organisation's Supply Chain, it has been largely due to their ability to foster relationships and positively influence people from all walks of life.

Facts, figures, and overall analysis provide the visibility to know what needs to be changed or what can be improved but the only way to successfully implement these things is by winning over the people.

If you take the Supply Chain on a local, regional or even a global level, I don’t think we see enough operational Supply Chain professionals actively networking with their counterparts in other organizations, including those from their competitors, in order to understand if they are sharing the same challenges or can support one another to run more efficient Supply Chains.

Don’t me wrong, there are plenty of Supply Chain focused events and conferences going on constantly around the world where SC professionals get together and briefly network during the breaks between presentations and panel discussions, there are also plenty of steering committees and industry bodies which promise to champion the cause of Supply Chain (Only a few manage to do this effectively).

That’s all good, but my big question is this…

How many people in operational Supply Chain management functions make a point of getting together with their counterparts in other organizations on a fairly regular basis just to catch up for a coffee or a bite to eat and chat about the Supply Chain in general?

For the cost of a drink and some of your time, I am sure there will be good advice to share and you might also highlight some challenges which could be overcome through sharing experiences or taking action together.

The more networked Supply Chain professionals we have in the sector, the better, and with enough people having these kinds of meetings a bigger picture outcome could well be improvement of global supply chain efficiencies and standards in the future!

So if you aren’t already an avid networker then please don’t just wait for the formal industry conferences and events, I would suggest being proactive and reaching out to some of your counterparts with the aim of getting together for a chat once in a while, if nothing else I am sure you will be able to share some useful information about the market!

The Supply Chain only works because of the people involved!

The majority of people are not natural networkers and many simply lack the confidence to put themselves in a networking environment, so where do you start and how can you get the most out of business networking or even just building more confidence?

**Logistics Academy Training**

*World-Class Training & Educational Degrees That Fit Your Life.*

Logistics Academy is a comprehensive suite of Educational and Training Programs that caters for all levels of professionals and logicians looking to further enhance their supply chain and logistics skills and careers. With range of online quick courses, specialised short courses, certificate based and diploma e-learning products through to MBA's with a focus on Supply Chain Management, Logistics Academy and our partners bring together the most relevant and cutting-edge Supply Chain and Logistics training, to develop your employees, upgrade their future skills and helping to contribute to better staff retention.

Learn Online with Logistics Academy’s Suite of World-Class Programs.

Click Here for more information on Logistics Academy Online Training Programs
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The Supply Chain only works because of the people involved!

The majority of people are not natural networkers and many simply lack the confidence to put themselves in a networking environment, so where do you start and how can you get the most out of business networking or even just building more confidence?

There are many online resources and their is lots of advice available with hints and tips on how to network, you should definitely take the time to read up as much information as possible but remember ultimately at some point you will just need to throw yourself in at the deep end as the best experience will come from getting out there and doing it for real!

I have been attending, supporting and leading networking events for years now but I don’t believe I was a natural when I started. I just got better at it by ensuring that I was regularly attending as many events as possible and as a result I believe I have done enough networking and have been successful enough to be able to share some of my advice and experience with others.

If my advice helps just one or two people to improve their networking skills or encourages them to get out there and network more then it’s been a success in my view!

Here’s the Brian Cartwright guide to business networking.

1. The cardinal rule - always be genuine, effective business networks work on trust so be yourself.
2. Pay it forward - Don’t just think what can others do for me? Think instead what support you can offer to others, your efforts will be rewarded at some point as it will come full circle one day!
3. Be clear on what you want to achieve – Why do you want the new contacts? Is it about learning or sharing challenges and issues? Do you just want to staying on top of what’s happening in your market? Is it more about keeping up to speed on regulatory changes etc? It could be all of these or simply that you want to spend time with like minded understanding people who go through the same day to day ups and downs and face the same business challenges as you.
4. Network in the right places – Once you know what you want to achieve you can think about

---

**MARKET INTELLIGENCE, REPORTS & SURVEYS**

**Unrivalled Access to World-Class Market Intelligence**

Drive the performance of your business with global and regional reports, surveys and market intelligence. Logistics Executive Group along with our partners Ti brings you unrivalled access to world-class Market Intelligence, Industry Reports and and the last Business Surveys.

Keeping you informed of the latest information and data in the industry to drive the performance of your business with global and regional Transport & Logistics reports, specialist Logistics Sector reports including FMCG, Retail, Automotive, Healthcare, Chemical, Express, Contract Logistics and Road Transport complete with financial data and market analysis.

All reports can be purchased online and accessed immediately, ensuring you have unrivalled access to the latest business data, updated regularly and available to download with just a few clicks. [www.logisticsexecutive.com](http://www.logisticsexecutive.com)
which types of networking events you would likely get the most benefit from, do your research.

5. Understand that every group of people and event is different – Bear in mind that the dynamics of networking events and groups can be drastically different even in the same industries as the types of people attending are often very different, so try out various events and groups until you find the right group of people for you.

6. Stay connected after the events – Use your calendar to ensure you keep in touch with the people who you meet where there is mutual value to be gained from the relationship.

7. Don’t just wait for the next formal event – Aim to catch up in person with people between events for one on one discussions (coffee, breakfast or lunch always works well).

8. Never sell to, or pressure people – There is nothing worse than going to a networking event to be bombarded by someone looking for commitment right there and then for some kind of product or service.

9. Be professional – Represent yourself and your business appropriately at all times, its business networking after all and even if the environment at some events may appear quite casual bear in mind that everyone is ultimately there for business purposes.

10. Be honest and consistent - If your networking efforts are honorable, and regular you will ultimately create an ever expanding circle of trusted professional contacts who become your business referral network as well as your support network (See number 1. The cardinal rule).
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